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Watergames International srl - WI CAT 12 D

€ 385.000

Description
DAY CHARTER CATAMARAN natante WI CAT 12 D is a 2-level catamaran in CRUISE or DAY CHARTER
versions with unique features of its kind, modern and refined design, modern finishes and attention to detail make
WI CAT 12 the ideal boat for a tourist trip. Hull, deck and superstructures are made of traditional stratification and
sandwich with the use of composite materials. The modern and aerodynamic lines give the WI CAT 12 D a
unique style, with an unmistakable Made in Italy imprint. Given its characteristics, WI CAT 12 D enjoys high
stability and spaces that normally belong to larger boats. The driving console is provided on the 2nd level. Main
deck for Cruise with L shape sofa and sun bathing chairs OR for DAY CHARTER there are seats positioned in
bus modes with 2 aisles for a total of 50 seats. The main deck layout includes a 2-seater module and a 3-seater
central module with 2 longitudinal corridors. Positioned at the stern there is a VC compartment and a crew ladder
to reach the steering console. At the bow there is also the berth of the independent captain and equipped with
services. The interiors are made with modern style finishes and colours on customer request. Exteriors At the
stern there is an open cockpit measuring over 15 square meters that can accommodate other passengers for
another 6/10 p. And the boarding and use area of the tender This solution gives the boat a very large and
comfortable stern cockpit for a comfortable life on board. 2nd Bridge It is covered by a rigid Hard-Top with
transparent parts, the piloting console is provided in the center and the tender can be positioned with a grate for
launching. Motorization, The standard engine consists of two 200 hp EB engines. with axis line, or Hybrid
propulsions, and / or 2 petrol outboards of 300 Hp The hulls are symmetrical and suitable for navigation even in
rough sea conditions, the engine room is planned in the two aft hulls. THE WI CAT 12 is equipped with hulls with
an overall length of 10.00 meters, to fall within the category of boats with an appendix applied that brings the
outside all to 12 meters..

Stato di vendita: available

Produttore: Watergames International srl

Modello: WI CAT 12 D

Anno di costruzione: 2021

Bandiera: Italiana

Lunghezza: 12

Larghezza: 5.60

Pescaggio: 0.60

Peso a secco: 5000

Certificazione (CE): B.C.D

Prima messa in acqua / anno: 2022

Condizione: New

Vendita Tipo: New

Vendita: Exclusive sale

Propulsione: Inboard

Meccanismo di sterzo: Wheel control

Produttore di motore: Yanmar

No. motore(i): 2

Potenza: 200

Motore: 200

Carburante: Diesel

Capacità carburante: 800

Materiale scafo: GRP

Materiale coperta: Polyester

Acqua dolce: 600

Num. Cabine: 2

Num. Letti: 4

Altezza sottocoperta (m): 2

Num. Bagni: 2

